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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Alex Kyrios who is the Dewey editor for the English DDC, the source language version for all the translations. Alex works for OCLC.Tina Mengel works at the German National Library and is responsible for the translation of the German DDC. She has been involved in serveral further developments of the translation software since its first version in 2003 when it was implemented for translating DDC 22 into German.



Current setting
• New numbers coming from 

the English version
• Language versions may 

have additional content
– individual standard numbers 

(geographic areas, history)
– individual cataloging purposes 

(mappings, automated 
classification)

– resulting from user contribution

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This idea originated in the bi-monthly meeting of OCLC and DDC translators.Obviously, there are many good reasons for sharing DDC numbers. So why didn‘t we think of it earlier? Right now, the workflows in the Dewey ecosystem tend to be unidirectional and isolated. While different language versions have some local extensions, these are a small part of the overall classification. Usually, changes get made in English, then disseminated outward from there to other language versions.The gap between all existing valid DDC numbers and those numbers enumerated in any given version is vast. WebDewey users may not build new numbers in one sense, because the numbers already existed, but practical purposes, their contributions are often new. But they are still confined to the language version in which they are created.



Benefits of sharing
• Enrich the end-user experience

– More numbers to choose from
– Additional examples

• Prevent duplication of effort (users, editors, and translators)
• Detect international topic trends
• Expose areas that need attention
• Facilitate automated processing

– Linked data
– Automatic classification

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In the previous image, the language versions have some connection to the overall ecosystem via the English, but in other respects remain very siloed off. An Italian WebDewey who contributes another enriches the Italian WebDewey, but with no effect on users of other versions.We hold that more enumerated numbers in WebDewey versions is a good itself. In a recent English-language survey of WebDewey users’ priorities, “have more built numbers” was the top result, even over improving number building! Eighty percent of respondents called this their first or second highest priority of the five options given. (Though not necessarily limited to English WebDewey users, 94% of respondents were from majority Anglophone countries, and Germany’s 1% was the only representation among languages of the other language versions.)Additional built numbers help save the time of users, such as by preventing duplication of effort. By coordinating across language versions, we can detect topical trends across national boundaries and expose areas that need attention in the classification. Last but certainly not least, this helps with automated processing. Resolvable Dewey URIs need corresponding records, and automatic classification cannot do complex synthesis.



Statistics
• As of March
• 34k+ total

• Unknown number of institutional built numbers, some of 
which could potentially be shared

Translation Exclusive built numbers
English 1300
French 350
German 170
Italian 1616
Norwegian 30,772
Swedish 1483

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This data comes directly from the translation teams. The English number is there for some context, but is not a direct comparison; for the others, the numbers come from the translation’s software statistics page, so these truly are exclusive to that language version. Because there is no such search in English, this is a total number in English. All have gone through the distribution server, so the actual “unique” number for English is probably minimal.The German WebDewey only has 170 which can be explained by the fact that they have started using the user-contribution feature years after the other teams. However, the German WebDewey holds about 9000 institutional built numbers, most of them imported from their former classification tool MelvilClass. Other language versions may also be able to access institutional built numbers, depending on how they are handled locally.Many local built numbers will be created for local reasons. They do well in meeting the country’s special geographic, cultural or other demands for built numbers. It can be expected that in all of the language versions there can be found a certain amount of numbers that show an overlap in interest or relevance for some of the language versions, or even for all of them.



Role of the English/ESS
• By default, built numbers in English are already distributed
• English remains best suited as hub of the DDC ecosystem
• Well positioned for data to flow from ESS
• However, few pathways for bringing data into ESS
• Global user base

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The English version plays a special role in this, since it is the source language version for all the translated versions out there. But also for the English language version the main form of data import into ESS (which is the editorial system for the English) is contributed numbers from the English WebDewey. This is relatively new on the English side, and the process for bringing numbers from English WebDewey to ESS will likely inform how we approach this project as well. Small batches of records can be manually imported into ESS, but it would not be a viable way of ingesting large quantities of built numbers.One more note about the English: Besides majority Anglophone countries, English WebDewey is used widely. Some of the most frequent contributors of built numbers are in Cyprus, Indonesia, and South Africa. So English may well be more “omnivorous”, and less inclined to reject a built number due to geographic scope.



Challenges
• Is it possible to share any number?
• Do we want to share any number?

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
There are, of course, a few basic questions to address.The first one is: Is it possible to share any built number? Not so much in the technical sense, but with the background of what we’ve learned before about the current setting.The second one is: Do we want to share any number across all language versions? Assuming that this is not the case, we still need to think about which numbers to choose, for sharing, but also for incorporating shared numbers.The questions are similar. We noted before that we see more numbers as a good, but we all must prioritize in our daily work. For a variety of reasons, it is unlikely that the end result will be every built number appearing in every language. We aren’t seeking to create mandatory backlogs for every team.



Challenges
• Some numbers are invalid in other language versions 

 more detailed Table 2 numbers

Examples: 
H2—484613 Hasvik (Norwegian LV)
T2—4346222 Landkreis Lörrach (German LV)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Since the language versions can be so differently shaped in geographic treatment, this inevitably leads to numbers that do not exist in the other language versions.For example, if a Norwegian built number would be shared with the geographical notation for Hasvik, this number would be invalid in the other language versions.At the moment, the only technical solution to this problem would be a warning message that causes the number to be rejected in the receiving language version. We will have to look into this use-case more closely, and figure out if rejecting the number is the only solution here. Perhaps there is a way to take over such a number with corresponding provenance information for the number components. As long as the Table 2 notation is at the end of the number, as is normally the case, the system could automatically truncate. In the above examples, the first notation would end with –4846 (for non-Norwegian versions), and the second with –43462 (for non-German versions). Of course, the meanings of those numbers would differ from the language version in which they originated. We will have to decide how to treat such numbers.



Numbers valuable to share
• Considerable amount of literature
• Increasing amount of literature (“trending topic”)
• Examples for tricky number-building or in areas with no or 

onesided examples
• Enables verbal searching, provides new Relative Index 

terms
• Makes mapped vocabulary visible and searchable 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Another: Will language versions want to share each and every number? Certainly not, or at least, this wouldn‘t be recommended today. Each of the language versions, including English, has its own priorities and objectives for dealing with built numbers. Plus, there can be a lot or only a few institutions using WebDewey in a language version, so there may also be individual interests inside a WebDewey instance.So, it is clear that, when we want to share a built number, we want to do it for a good reason. Since we cannot ultimately know if all of the other language versions will be interested in a number, we have to make a decision primarily based on criteria that we are able to look at.



Example numbers
Number Meaning Lang

070.44933 Economics—journalism it

155.4133 Imagination—children it

174.93632 Police—occupational ethics no

343.078615323648 Cannabis—economics—law fr

394.25098153 Carnival—Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) fr

595.7168 Rare insects no

636.7089 Veterinary medicine—dogs de

639.977176 Freshwater fishes—conservation technology sv

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is a small collection of built numbers shared among the translation teams – But right now, we are still sharing by e-mail. For your convenience, the captions have been translated into English. Why do we say that? Because, with language versions sharing an exclusive number from their system, a completely new situation arises for the translation workflow.



Example

RI Tiermedizin 
RI Hunde

RI Dogs (636.7) 
RI Veterinary medicine 
(636.089)

RI Médecine 
vétérinaire  
RI Chiens

DE shares 
number with 
Relative Index 
terms

EN finds matches 
DE-EN-FR

French RI terms 
can be selected

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now, English is no longer the source language. It is instead the language in which the number is shared.Here is an example of how notation from the German DDC can be translated to French. The German built number for Tiermedizin—Hunde is uploaded in order to be shared. A matching against the English Relative Index vocabulary takes place. Exact matches are attached as information to the German number. If now the French language version decided to import number, it will be downloaded into the French editorial system. With that download, another matching takes place, now with the English accompanying vocabulary and the French data. That means, the built number can be taken over directly with French content into the French editorial system and then published to the French WebDewey. Because they have already translated the component numbers, the French team does not need to do a new translation for this number.



Potential for automation
• Only existing Dewey data (Relative Index terms)
• Only exact matches
• Vocabulary enrichment

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This automated translation process, which makes use of the English version as a bridge language, enables a quality-assured transfer of the numbers and their content. Since all numbers are shared from the translation software, they have already passed a check for correctness and suitability beforehand.This will make it possible to carefully allow further vocabulary to be shared, such as for a proper name or an abbreviation that occurs only in one language but is necessary for naming the class. Sometimes there is a unique designation available in a language for a multi-level Relative Index term, and, of course, these should also be possible to share.



Things to consider
• Merging of exclusive numbers already created in LV 1 and 

LV 2
• Finding a smooth way for the LV to handle numbers 

picked and re-sent by the English version

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
There are other things to consider as well, but so far we have not found any that cannot be solved from a technical point of view.One use case will certainly be that a number has already been created in more than one LV. For this, a merging procedure will be used.Then, what if Alex wants to incorporate many of the shared numbers into the English edition as well? We all know that English published numbers are distributed to the translation software instances. Here, too, a smooth workflow must be found that causes little work for the translation teams.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
If we look at the current workflow again, here in a more technical way, we notice that a bidirectional exchange of numbers is already possible within the individual language version sphere, provided that the user-contribution feature is used. Of course, this also applies in the same way to the English edition and the English WebDewey. The language versions however benefit only one-way, and only from new numbers coming from the English version. And recall that ESS is virtually also cut off from the outside world -- the ESS inbox does not yet speak any language other than English.You see that most of the technical infrastructure to support number number-sharing is already there.



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
To us, it seems only logical to extend the exchange so that we can all have the same fun with it.



Pool of shared numbers

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The plan is that we can all access a common pool of shared built numbers and pick the ones that have the most value for our language version.



Five years from now…
• More internationally balanced content
• Machine learning processes benefit 

from the continuous availability of valid 
new built numbers represented in 
several languages and in linked data 
formats

• Share a meaningful built number with 
others and across the language 
versions is a natural part of the 
workflow

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Five years from today, the DDC could have already grown from the inside with internationally more balanced content.Automated classification is on the rise. Machine learning processes will benefit from the continuous availability of new and valid built numbers that will exist in multiple languages and linked data formats by then. Isn’t it a beautiful vision that sharing a meaningful built number across language versions will then just be a natural part of the workflow? We think so, and hope you do too.



Thank you!
Alex Kyrios
OCLC
kyriosa@oclc.org

Tina Mengel
German National Library
t.mengel@dnb.de
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